M. V. CHAUHAN STUDENTS’ PAPER CONTEST 2010

OPEN TO: - STUDENT MEMBERS OF IEEE

TOPIC: - ANY SUBJECT IN THE AREA OF INTEREST TO IEEE

LAST DATE: - Monday, 2\textsuperscript{nd} August 2010

PRIZES: -

FIRST : Rs. 6000
SECOND : Rs. 4000
THIRD : Rs. 3000

FIRST AUTHOR OF THE TOP THREE PAPERS WILL BE INVITED FOR PRESENTATION ON THE DATE AND AT THE PLACE, TO BE ANNOUNCED LATER.

RULES AND GUIDELINES

- THE CONTEST IS OPEN TO ALL STUDENT MEMBERS OF IEEE IN INDIA
- PAPERS IN ANY SUBJECT OF INTEREST TO IEEE MAY BE SUBMITTED
- THE NUMBER OF AUTHORS FOR ANY PAPER SHOULD NOT EXCEED THREE
- A STUDENT CAN BE AN AUTHOR IN MORE THAN ONE PAPER.
- PAPER SHOULD BE PREPARED IN THE STANDARD IEEE DOUBLE COLUMN A4 FORMAT WHICH CAN BE OBTAINED FROM IEEE WEBSITE.
- LENGTH OF THE PAPER SHOULD BE 4 PAGES AND SHOULD NOT EXCEED 6 PAGES IN THE STANDARD DOUBLE COLUMN IEEE FORMAT.
- EACH ENTRY SHOULD HAVE A TITLE OF THE PAPER, NAME OF THE AUTHORS, THE AFFILIATION OF THE AUTHOR(S) AS IN IEEE FORMAT
- DECLARATION FROM THE BRANCH COUNSELLOR SHOULD ACCOMPANY EACH ENTRY IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER “IT IS CERTIFIED THAT THE AUTHOR…………… IS AN IEEE STUDENT MEMBER. THE PAPER ENTITLED…………… IS HIS/HER OWN WORK, ELIGIBLE FOR THE M.V.CHAUHAN STUDENTS’ PAPER CONTEST 2010.”
- IN CASE THE INSTITUTION DOES NOT HAVE AN IEEE STUDENT BRANCH, THIS DECLARATION SHOULD BE SIGNED EITHER BY A FACULTY MEMBER WHO IS AN IEEE MEMBER, OR BY THE PRINCIPAL.
- THE PAPER AND SCANNED COPIES OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY THROUGH E-MAIL AND TO BE SENT TO kasi.rajgopal@ieee.org AND A COPY TO bprabhu@ieee.org
- ORIGINAL & WORK ACTUALLY PERFORMED BY THE STUDENTS ONLY SHOULD BE SUBMITTED.

SUBMIT YOUR ENTRIES TO:
Dr. Kasi Rajgopal
CHAIR, IEEE INDIA COUNCIL
Tel. 080 22932366
kasi.rajgopal@ieee.org
copy to
Dr. B R PRABHU ,
VICE CHAIR - STUDENT ACTIVITIES, IEEE INDIA COUNCIL.
IEEE MUMBAI Section
bprabhu@ieee.org